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voice-based solutions for healthcare - audiocodes - audiocodes speech recognition group voice-based
solutions for healthcare introduction hospitals and healthcare clinics are continuously faced with the challenge
of re-innovating their service experience, while having to cope with the ongoing central task of running core
health services for the general public. while most technologies can be generically implemented in the
healthcare market ... automatic speech recognition for voip with packet loss ... - automatic speech
recognition for voip with packet loss concealment ... has a substantial effect on the performance of automatic
speech recognition (asr) systems in voip (voice over ip). many of the standard itu-t celp based speech coders,
such as the g.723.1, g.728, and g.729, model speech reproduction in their decoders. these decoders have
enough state information to integrate plc algorithms ... cisco and datria uc voice picking for
manufacturing ... - network-based order fulfillment in the warehouse the uc voice picking solution from cisco
and datria is the industry’s first enterprise-class warehouse solution, delivering voice- enabled supply chain
solutions via voip and the network, and enabling manufacturing operations increase order accuracy while
improving worker productivity. this innovative solution is the first to be completely ... dealing with acoustic
noise and packet loss in voip ... - dealing with acoustic noise and packet loss in voip recognition systems
jos´e l. carmona, antonio m. peinado, jos e l. p´ erez-c´ ordoba, jos´ e a. gonz´ alez, angel m. g´ omez´ dpto.
voip text phase 1 report final - home - ofcom - the results indicate that the built‐in vista speech
recognition engine, although claimed to be an improvement on that bundled with windows xp, has poorer
performance in this test than the current leading commercial application, dragon fusion strategies for
distributed speaker recognition ... - abstract— with the development of voip (voice over ip) service, there
is an emerging need to speech compression, particularly for digital speech communication and biometric
speaker recognition a performance investigation of noisy voice recognition ... - 2.2 ip-based telephony
protocol the h.323 is the leading standard in voip, and is a set of protocols for voice, video, and data
conferencing over voip text phase 2 report final v3 - home - ofcom - voip text a study into the
effectiveness of speech-to-text as an assistive tool in voip communications phase 2 report prepared by b.
shirley and i.rattigan
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